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Atomic faulting induced exceptional cryogenic strain
hardening in gradient cell–structured alloy
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Coarse-grained materials are widely accepted to display the highest strain hardening and the best
tensile ductility. We experimentally report an attractive strain hardening rate throughout the
deformation stage at 77 kelvin in a stable single-phase alloy with gradient dislocation cells that even
surpasses its coarse-grained counterparts. Contrary to conventional understanding, the exceptional
strain hardening arises from a distinctive dynamic structural refinement mechanism facilitated by the
emission and motion of massive multiorientational tiny stacking faults (planar defects), which are
fundamentally distinct from the traditional linear dislocation–mediated deformation. The dominance of
atomic-scale planar deformation faulting in plastic deformation introduces a different approach for
strengthening and hardening metallic materials, offering promising properties and potential applications.

S
trainhardening, also knownasworkhard-
ening, which dates back to the Bronze
Age, is the earliestwidely used strategy to
strengthen metallic materials (1). Tradi-
tionally, strain hardening results from a

marked increase in the number of typical linear
defects—i.e., dislocations—and their mutual in-
teractions in crystalline lattice, which in turn
tends to gradually reduce dislocation mobility
(2–6). As a result, larger stresses are necessarily
applied so that additional deformation may
take place (1, 5, 6).
Generally, the soft coarse-grained (CG)

metals display the highest strain hardening as
well as the best tensile ductility because of the
abundant space and the largest free path for
movement and storage of dislocations (4, 7).
Dislocation-dislocation interactions in the
crystalline solid give rise to local dislocation
tangles and eventually a three-dimensional
(3D) network of dislocation patterns (i.e., cell
walls), where further deformation becomes
difficult (3, 4). In particular, the inherently
thermal-assisted dislocation recovery and an-
nihilation process gradually takes over to re-
sult in a gradually saturated substructural size
at micrometer or submicrometer scale and a
common drop in hardening rate with increas-
ing strain (1, 4, 7).
The reduction in strain hardening becomes

more pronounced in high-strength materials

(8–10). Traditional strengtheningmethodologies—
where strength is achieved either by chang-
ing composition or modifying hierarchical
microstructures—are invariably built on the
fundamental principle of blocking dislocation
motion through incorporating various defects
in a crystalline lattice, but they inevitably dete-
riorate strain hardening capacity (1, 10–16). For
example, nanostructured metallic materials
containing massive grain boundaries (GBs)
and heavily deformedmaterials containing a
high density of dislocations have notably ele-
vated strength yet exhibit markedly reduced
strain hardening and limited uniformductility
down to a few percent (8, 9). Strain hardening
is essential because it effectively delocalizes flow
strain, enhances tensile ductility, and inhibits
catastrophicmechanical failure (1, 4, 6, 11). How-
ever, substantial improvement in the strain
hardening of high-strength metallic materials
has been one of the thorniest problems of ma-
terials science over the past century.
Decreasing the deformation temperature

substantially elevates strain hardening, essen-
tially arising from the enhanced dislocation
activity, such as reduced dynamic recovery
and/or annihilation and the corresponding
increased dislocation storage rate for various
materials (1, 4, 7, 11). When strain hardening
is improved in this manner, deformation twin-
ning and phase transformation may act as
secondary carriers of crystal plasticity at low
temperature (17–20). This scenario is particu-
larly important for traditional single–principal
element alloys with low stacking fault energies
(SFEs) (1, 11, 21) and more recently developed
high- to medium-entropy or multi–principal ele-
ment (MPE) alloy systems (22–30). The pres-
ence of dynamic interactions between newly
formed interfaces and dislocations contrib-
utes to a reasonable strain hardening capac-

ity within a certain strain range. Essentially,
dislocations are still acknowledged as the lead-
ing actor and dominate the plastic deformation
of all metallic materials at cryogenic tempera-
ture (1, 4, 11, 31).
Previous studies have shown that engineering

spatially heterogeneous nanostructures con-
taining gradient, bimodal grain sizes, multi-
phases, etc. could exhibit extra strain hardening
comparedwith their homogeneous components
because large plastic strain incompatibility
induced an additional activity of geometry-
necessary dislocations (14–16, 32). However, the
observed hardening as a result of strain gra-
dients tends to be maintained only at the small
plastic strain stage (<5%) and decreases at large
strains, even at low temperature (14, 15, 29, 32).
We recently discovered that cyclic torsion

(CT)–induced ultrafine-scaled gradient dis-
location cell structures (GDSs) in a single-phase
Al0.1CoCrFeNi MPE alloy activate massive par-
allel stacking faults (SFs) at ambient tempera-
ture, which are responsible for a high strength
and considerable tensile plasticity (33). In-
spired by this, we explored whether this GDS
can effectively trigger SFs at low temperature
to improve the strain hardening even at high
strength.
Instead of developing parallel SFs, we ob-

served extensive proliferation of multidirec-
tional, extremely fine planar SFs starting from
initial cell walls that induced a progressive
structure refinement into tiny mosaic hier-
archy. Along with the formation of traditional
dislocations, the mosaic structure contributed
to an exceptional strain hardening that even
surpassed its CG counterparts at cryogenic
temperature.

Gradient dislocation structure

The CG Al0.1CoCrFeNi MPE alloy samples ini-
tially had randomly oriented grains with an av-
erage size of ~46 mm(fig. S1).We processed the
dog bone–shaped bar MPE specimens (Fig. 1A)
using CT treatment at ambient temperature to
obtain a sample-level hierarchical GDS structure
in the gauge section (4.5 mm in gauge diameter,
12 mm in gauge length) (Fig. 1B) [see (33) for
processing details]. Both the grain size and
morphology of the initial random-orientated
grain structures were unchanged, having a ho-
mogeneous distribution from the surface to
the core of the GDS sample (Fig. 1D). In partic-
ular, profuse low-angle boundaries, defined as
those with a misorientation of <15°, were intro-
duced in the grain interior and spatially distrib-
uted. The low-angle boundaries become lower
in density with increasing depth from the top
surface (Fig. 1E). We used transmission elec-
tronmicroscopy (TEM) observations to verify
that abundant equiaxed dislocation cells, with a
misorientation of ~2° on average, were perva-
sively formed in the topmost grains (~100 mm
fromthe surface) (Fig. 1F). Eachcellwall (~40-nm
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thickness on average, corresponding to low-
angle boundaries) had a high density of dis-
locations, which we verified using selected area
diffraction patterning (Fig. 1F, inset). This fea-
ture separates the wall from the cell interior,
which had low-density dislocations. We mea-
sured the cell diameter to be ~200 nm in the
top surface that gradually increases to ~350 nm
by 0.45-mm depth (Fig. 1, F and G).
By contrast, individual dislocations and re-

lated loose dislocation tangles are prevalently
detected in grains at the core (Fig. 1H). We did
not identify SFs or deformation twins, except
for a few micrometer-spaced annealing twins
(Fig. 1, E to H). The GDS sample is still in a state
of a stable, single face-centered cubic (fcc) phase,
as we show with our electron backscatter dif-
fraction (EBSD) and TEM results (Fig. 1, D to
H). This sample-level gradient dislocation ar-
chitecture results in a distinct gradient dis-
tribution ofmicrohardness (fig. S2)—gradually
decreasing from 3.7 GPa at the topmost sur-
face to 3.1 GPa at a 0.45-mmdepth and 2.2 GPa

in the central region of the as-prepared GDS
sample,much larger than that of thedislocation-
free CG (~1.7 GPa).

Strain hardening ability at 77 K

Both engineering (Fig. 2A) and true (Fig. 2B)
stress-strain curves of quasistatic uniaxial ten-
sile tests show thatGDS samples havemarkedly
elevated strength and ductility when reducing
the temperature from 293 K to 77 K, similar to
those of single-phase fcc metals and MPE alloy
systems reported in the literature (1, 24, 26–28).
Impressively, true yield strength (sy, at 0.2%
offset) of the bulkGDSsample at 77K is~0.7GPa,
and its true ultimate tensile strength (sUTS) is
more than 1.8 GPa, which is much higher than
that of CG samples. In addition, a large strain
hardening coefficient (i.e., true uniform elon-
gation) is detected for the GDS alloy, ~0.48,
slightly reduced relative to its CG counterpart
(0.55) at 77 K (Fig. 2B).
Because the high density of dislocation cells

is spatially concentrated in the surface layer of

GDS samples, we removed the inner 3.6-mm-
diameter core of GDS samples (Fig. 1C) to
highlight the mechanical behavior of the high-
density dislocation cell structure itself. Then,
taken as an example, GDS tubular specimens
with a sole surface architecture (~0.45-mm
thickness) (hereafter referred to as the surface
GDS) show a further enhanced strength at
77 K—i.e., true sy and sUTS up to ~0.9 GPa and
2.4 GPa, respectively, and a considerable true
uniform elongation as large as ~50%, compa-
rable to that of the bulk GDS and CG counter-
part (Fig. 2B).
Analysis of tensile test results for the CG yields

a monotonically decreased strain hardening
rate (Q) upon straining more than 1% at both
293 K and 77 K (Fig. 2C). Obviously, the strain
hardening rates of both the GDS and surface
GDS samples at 293 K are still lower than that
of CG sample owing to the presence of numer-
ous preexisting dislocations, consistent with
the literature data (9, 14, 27, 28). By contrast,
we observed an unexpectedly high Q in the
GDS at 77 K, even higher than that of its CG
counterpart, throughout the entire plastic de-
formation stage. Notably, the strain harden-
ing rate of the surface GDS becomes further
elevated—i.e., with Q gradually decreased
from 4.2 GPa at a 3% strain to 2.4 GPa before
necking—comparedwithCG (from3.1 to 1.6GPa)
and GDS specimens (Fig. 2C).
We observed the same trend in the strain

hardening rate normalized by flow stress (Q/s)
versus true stress (Fig. 2D), showing a higher
Q/s in GDS and the highestQ/s in surface GDS
compared with that of CG at 77 K. The nota-
bly superior strain hardening behavior agrees
well with the remarkable microhardness in-
crement at the topmost GDS layer from the
initial 3.7 GPa to 5.0 GPa after a 40% strain—
the latter is much higher than that for the
GDS core and CG counterparts (~4.1 GPa) at
77 K (fig. S2). Such ultrahigh strain hardening
rate and ductility in GDS samples are rarely
seen in conventional high-strength metallic
materials and MPE alloys with dislocation-
dominated strain hardening (1, 11, 28), and
they indicate the presence of an unusual strain
hardening mechanism inherent to gradient
dislocation structures upon straining at 77 K.
To demonstrate the excellent strength-strain

hardening synergy of GDS samples at 77 K, we
compare their uniform elongation versus ulti-
mate tensile strength (Fig. 2E) with those of
the same compositions with homogeneous
and gradient-grained structures at 293 K and
77K (34–36) andwith otherMPE alloy systems
(37–42) as well as the advanced cryogenic steels
(21, 43, 44) at 4.2 K to 77 K, which correspond to
various strengthening strategies. We normal-
ized the strength by the Young’s modulus of the
material. A superb ductile and strong GDS at
77 K stands out from the general mechanical
trade-off performance of other materials—i.e.,

Fig. 1. Typical microstructure of GDS alloy. (A) The image of the dog bone–shaped GDS bar sample,
of which the gauge section was processed by means of CT processing. (B) Cross-sectional schematic
showing a sample-level GDS structure from surface (dark blue) to core (light gray). (C) 3D x-ray tomographic
reconstruction of the gauge section of a GDS tubular sample (~0.45-mm thickness). (D and E) Cross-
sectional EBSD images of the GDS alloy showing the distributions of grain-scaled morphology, orientation
(D), and three types of boundaries defined with different misorientation angles (E) within a depth of 1.0 mm
from the surface. HAGB, high-angle grain boundary; LAB, low-angle boundary. (F to H) The bright-field
TEM images [(F) and (G)] at the positions of the white squares in (D) and that at the core (H), showing a
hierarchical GDS structure. The insets in (F) to (H) are the corresponding selected area electron
diffraction (SAED) patterns.
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the overall strength gain usually comes at the
expense of a severe ductility loss (Fig. 2E).

Dynamic stacking faulted (SFed) mosaics
induced strain hardening mechanism

Focusing on deciphering the underlying un-
usual strain hardening mechanism of GDS at
cryogenic temperature, we further character-
ized the microstructures at the top surface of
GDS by interrupting tensile tests at the early
stage (3%) (Fig. 3, A to C, and fig. S3) and the
later stage of plasticity (40%) (Fig. 3, D to G,
and fig. S4) at 77 K. At the strain of 3%, the
dislocation cells remain almost unchanged in
shape and size. Specifically, plentiful events of
different orientated lamellar bundles inter-
secting with each other were identified inside
the grains, independent of grain orientations
(denoted by dashed lines in Fig. 3, A and B,
and fig. S3), which was rarely detected in the
surface of the GDS tensile deformed at 293 K
(33). Atomic-resolution, aberration-corrected

high-angle annular dark-field scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM)
views further revealed that these interlocked
lamellae are multiple SF bundles and twin
boundary (TB) segments in different (111) slip
planes, with an average value of 22 nm in length
(Fig. 3C). The statistic of the thickness between
neighboring SFs or TBs is only 2.8 nm on aver-
age, corresponding to a high density of defects
(~1.3 × 1017 m−2) in the lamellar bundles.
At tensile strain up to 40%, the mutually in-

tersected planar interfaces notably proliferate,
further subdividing the microsized topmost
surface grains into nanometer-sized mosaics
(Fig. 3, D to F). The initial equiaxed dislocation
cells andwalls in these grains havedisappeared;
instead, abundant mosaic-shaped substruc-
tures prevail in the grain interior (Fig. 3F), with
a mean size of ~50 nm. Our HAADF images
identify more details indicating that these
mosaics are further refined by individual tiny
mosaics, which contain extremely fine SFs and

twins and are separated primarily by low-angle
misorientation (<15°) (Fig. 3G). We named
these structures tiny SFedmosaics. The spacing
between adjacent SFs or TBs in tiny SFed mo-
saics is ~1.8 nm,whereas their length is ~20 nm
on average.
The presence of ultrafine SFs and TBs at 77 K

indicates an extremely high density of planar
interfacial defects, ~3.1 × 1017 m−2, which is
about six times as high as that (~5.2 × 1016 m−2)
in GDS deformed at 293 K (33). By contrast, in-
tensive dislocations along primarily slip planes,
with a small quantity of parallel SFs and de-
formation twins, dominate the plastic strain
of CG at 77 K (fig. S5) and the core of bulk
GDS samples at 77 K, similar tomost single fcc
MPE alloys with low SFEs at low temperature
(27, 28, 45, 46).
Quantitative composition analysis at the

nanometer scale bymeans of energy-dispersive
x-ray spectroscopy mapping displays a homo-
geneous distribution for each element without
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Fig. 2. Strain hardening and strength-ductility combination of GDS alloy
at 77 K. (A and B) Tensile engineering (A) and true (B) stress-strain curves of
GDS, surface GDS, and CG samples at 293 K and 77 K. (C and D) The
corresponding strain hardening rate and true strain relations (C) and normalized
strain hardening rate by flow stress and true stress relations (D). (E) Strength
and ductility synergy of GDS alloy, compared with other high-performing
materials at cryogenic temperature. Uniform elongation versus ultimate tensile
strength normalized by Young’s modulus of the GDS alloy, compared with those

of the same compositions (with homogeneous, gradient-grained structures) at
293 K and 77 K (34–36), other MPE alloys (37–42), and cryogenic steels
(21, 43, 44) tensioned from 4.2 K to 77 K in the literature. The hollow five-pointed
star denotes the property of the topmost GDS surface with the use of the
strength value estimated from the Hv/3 and uniform elongation data from tensile
test of GDS layer. The error bars represent standard deviations from more
than three independent tensile tests. DC, dislocation cell; UFG, ultrafine grain;
HGS, heterogeneous grain structure; FG, fine grain; NG, nanograin.
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any detectable compositional segregation in
SFed mosaics (fig. S4). This is analogous to that
in the as-prepared state (33), possibly owing
to the suppressed atomic diffusion of elements
when performing the tensile tests in liquid
nitrogen.
Synchrotron x-ray diffraction (SXRD) scans

from the topmost surface to the core of both

GDS and CG samples after tension showed
higher SF and twin probabilities at 77 K com-
pared with those at 293 K at the same strains
(Fig. 4A and fig. S6), which verifies the readier
formation of SFs and twins at 77 K, as previous-
ly reported in other studies (24, 26, 39, 45–47).
Notably, we obtained a higher value of the SFs
and twins probability in the surface GDS layer

at 3% at 77 K, even higher than those of CG
tension loaded at a strain of 40% at 293 K.
With increasing the tension strain (40%) at
77 K, the further-elevated SF and twin prob-
ability is evidently detected in the surface GDS
layer compared with CG and the core of GDS
sample, which is fully consistent with our ex
situ SEM and TEM observations (Fig. 3). Such

Fig. 3. Microstructural evolution of the GDS surface layer during tension
at 77 K. (A and B) The cross-sectional SEM (A) and bright-field TEM (B) images
of the GDS surface layer at 3% tensile strain, showing the widespread occurrence
of two sets of SF bundles (indicated by the white arrows) at different {111} slip
planes and across multiple dislocation cell patterns in the topmost surface. The
white line with double arrows in (A) denotes the loading axis (LA). The corresponding
SAED patterns in (B) contain two sets of parallel streaks from SFs (along two
[111] directions, noted by the white arrows). (C) An aberration-corrected HAADF-
STEM image taken from one SF bundle, revealing an ultrahigh density of SFs
and TBs. (D and E) The cross-sectional SEM images of the GDS surface layer at

40% tensile strain, showing an example of one grain containing denser mutually
inclined planar interfaces (denoted as white dashed lines). (F) HAADF-STEM image
showing massive nanomosaics in the one grain interior. The inset at the bottom left
is the corresponding SAED pattern. (G) Atomic-resolution HAADF-STEM image
showing a typical example of several tiny mosaics of ~10-nm scale in size (sketched
as red dashed curves) containing atomic-scaled SFs at different {111} slip planes. The
numbers in red denote the misorientation angles of the interfaces separating the
adjacent SFed mosaics. (H) Schematic illustration showing the dynamic structural
refinement process of initial dislocation cell structure enabled by the formation
of extensive nanomosaics during the tensile experiment at 77 K.
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an elevated SF and twin probability is also
expected in the surface GDS samples because
they have the same GDS structure (i.e., size
and distribution of dislocation cells) as bulk
GDS samples.
The extended convolutional multiple whole-

SXRDprofile analysis also reveals amuchhigher
density of dislocation density in the GDS sam-
ples at 77 K (up to 2.0 × 1015m−2 at a 40% tensile
strain) comparedwith those in theGDSat 293K
and the CG counterparts at 77 K (Fig. 4B). In
addition, the SXRDprofiles from the topmost
surface to the core of GDS after tensile defor-
mation still display a stable single fcc phase
without detectable peaks from any hcp phases
(fig. S6), also resembling the microstructure
displayed in Fig. 3.
Traditional strengthening mechanisms in-

variably confront a thorny dilemma: They
strongly resist dislocations yet greatly reduce
their accumulation density in fine structures
(diminished strain hardening), even at cryogenic
temperature (11, 13, 28, 29), as we also explicitly
demonstrated in Fig. 2E. By contrast, on the
basis of our results, we rationalize that through
engineering metastable ultrafine dislocation
cells, amechanismofmassivemultiorientational
tiny planar SFs mediated dynamic structural
refinement, effectively blocks and accumulates
dislocations simultaneously, and is responsi-
ble for an exceptionally high strain hardening
rate at 77 K.
Linear dislocations are the primary and

easiest elementary strain carrier in crystal-
line materials (1, 11). The strain hardening of
polycrystalline metals is essentially attributed
to the motion, mutual obstruction, and ac-
cumulation of dislocations on multiple slip
systems and their progressive self-organization
into saturated dislocation patterns aided by
intrinsic high-dynamic recovery of dislocations

(4, 11, 48). Without exception, intensive multi-
ple dislocations glide and interact, subsequently
resulting in the formation of submicrometer-
sized dislocation cells and walls, having a very
high density of dislocations, as we observed
in the as-prepared GDS sample during the CT
process (Fig. 1 and Fig. 3H). However, contradic-
tory to the conventionalwisdomof less potential
for further storing dislocation in high-strength
metals with high density of preexisting inter-
faces or dislocations (1, 10, 11), atomic-scale
multiple-slip SFedmosaics, besides high-density
dislocations, are robustly triggered in highly
dislocated GDS after tension at 77 K. Previous
studies have reported that the introduction
of nanoprecipitates in MPE alloys facilitates
multiple SF slips at 77 K (41, 49). However, this
trend only occurs in a very locally large stress-
strain regime, mostly adjacent to the nanopre-
cipitates with a limited volume fraction.
The nucleation of profuse multiple SFs ini-

tially arises from the emission process from
numerous cell walls of GDS, which contain an
ultrahigh dislocation density—i.e., acting as
the abundant preexisting intragrain sources
owing to the intrinsic locally varied, low-SFE
feature of the MPE alloy containing saliently
rugged local concentration fluctuations [6 to
21 mJ/m2 at room temperature (50)]. In par-
ticular, similar to most fcc MPE alloys at low
temperature (26, 28, 39, 45–47), the SFE of
material is monotonically reduced at 77 K,
which further increases the tendency of ac-
tivation and expansion of multiple SFs. In ad-
dition, because it is structural size dependent
(51, 52), deformation planar faulting, compared
with the classic linear dislocation activity, is
more favorable in ultrafine-sized dislocation
cells at 77 K. The intrinsic reason for the for-
mation of SFs has been discussed in detail by
Pan et al. (33). Under such optimal thermo-

dynamical circumstances, the ready, multiple-
glide feature of abundant mobile SFs makes
them the potentially dominant carrier to me-
diate plastic strains, analogous to the tradi-
tional dislocations.
Upon tensile strain, the built-in progressive

gradient plastic deformation feature in GDS
substantially enables strain delocalization and
allows for the dominance of abundant multi-
ple SF activation to mediate both statistically
stored and geometrically necessary plastic strain
in conjunction with dislocations (14–16, 53, 54).
A strong locally complex multiaxial stress field
coupledwith gradient straining and strain path
effect from torsion to tensionmay be built in at
77 K, providing a markedly high internal driv-
ing force for the activation and gliding ofmore
multiple SFs (4, 55), as reasonably evidenced
by the ultrahigh microhardness in surface GDS
and orientation-independent character of the
numerous topmost grains containing SFs at 77K
(figs. S2 and S3).
A SF has a salient 2D stable planar feature,

different from the flexible line defect of dislo-
cations (3). As such, with increasing imposed
stress, a greater number of multiple 2D SF in-
terfaces readily propagate from cell walls and
interact with each other at various slip planes,
progressively subdividing the initial disloca-
tion walls into parallel SF bundles (Fig. 3, A to
C and H). Subsequently, the newly formed
massive SFs and their intensive interactions
with cell walls, and/or individual dislocation
also act as additional, dynamically formed, and
sustainable sources that accelerate the storage
rate of planar SFs and linear dislocations therein
via long-range stress (fig. S7). Besides SFs, we
also detected more planar TBs at higher tensile
strain, yet far fewer than the number of SFs (Fig.
3), primarily resulting from the by-product of the
continuous SFs glidewith the same sign on con-
secutive {111} atomic planes from cell walls or
their interactions with dislocations (1, 17, 56).
Specially, the 2D SF interface tends to be-

come more stable at 77 K, corresponding to a
less–thermally assisted annihilation process
during tensile straining compared with lin-
ear dislocation. Taken together, as a result of
superhigh-density SF and TB accumulation,
continuous net SF and TB pump naturally
causes progressive in situ structural refine-
ment from submicrometer-sized cell walls into
more tiny SFed mosaics, containing extremely
fine SFs and TBs as well as a high density of
dislocations (Fig. 3, D to H, and Fig. 4B).
The prominent structural feature of SFed

mosaics is that they contain a high density of
multiple, short, yet thin SFs and TBs. These
come from the synergistic combination effects
of the GDS structure and the rugged local con-
centration fluctuation environments of MPE
alloys that occur intrinsically as well as the cry-
ogenic temperature condition. Due to the lowest
energy of these basic deformation structural

Fig. 4. The evolution of SF probability and dislocation density in the GDS and CG alloys after tension
at 77 K. (A and B) The evolution of SF probability (A) and full dislocation density (B) from the topmost
surface to the core of GDS and CG (tensile strained 3% and 40%) samples at 293 K and 77 K, determined by
the extended convolutional multiple whole profile (eCMWP) fitting analysis on SXRD spectrums. SF
probabilities in the 3% deformed GDS sample at 293 K were too low to be extracted.
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units of SFs and TBs, the deformation-induced
transition from metastable dislocation cells
to further refined tiny SFed mosaics is thus
considered to be an autonomous structural
evolution process close to the minimum free
energy, strictly obeying the classic strain harden-
ing principles of metals—i.e., self-organizations
and low-energy structures (4, 48).
As demonstrated by experiments and mo-

lecular dynamic simulations (56, 57), nanometer-
spacedSF interfacesareable tohinderdislocation
motion as effectively as nanoscale TBs andGBs.
Therefore, the dynamic structural refinement
process from the initial cells to finer SFed mo-
saics built-in grain interiors plays dual roles—
not only effectively accumulating dislocations
but also hindering them simultaneously, great-
ly increasing slip resistance. This process, to-
gether with intensive dislocation-dislocation
interaction–inducedpronounced forest strength-
ening, dynamically hardens the GDS surface
layermuch faster and substantially higher than
the bulk GDS and CG at 77 K throughout the
tensile test (Fig. 2B).
By conducting the tensile load-unload-reload

tests (1, 14, 15, 37), as shown in fig. S7, we ob-
served that both back stress and effective stress,
partitioning from the true flow stress, mono-
tonically increase with increasing tensile strain
for GDS at 77 K and are higher than that of the
CG counterpart through the entire uniform
straining range. In particular, the increase in
the internal back stresses (up to 1.4 GPa before
necking) is the decisive contributor to the flow
stress of bulk GDS after yielding, accounting
for ~70% of the total flow stress during strain
hardening. The enhanced long-range back
stress hardening arises from initial ultrafine
dislocation cells and later dynamic genera-
tion of tiny mosaics, whereas the high short-
range effective stress originates from forest
dislocation hardening of higher-density dis-
locations. Coupled high back stress and effec-
tive stress are collectively responsible for the
excellent strain hardening of GDS throughout
tensile straining at cryogenic temperature (Fig.
2, C and D). As such, the sustainable, high-strain
hardening rate consequently enables GDS
samples a high ductility (or strain hardening
coefficient) at gigapascal flow stresses after
yielding at ~0.9 GPa (Fig. 2B).
Our experimental observations point to an

unusual strain hardening mechanism that is
readily triggered by the formation of extreme-
ly refined SFed mosaics in a single fcc phase
MPE alloy with gradient dislocation structure
at cryogenic temperature, giving it an unprec-
edentedly high strain hardening capacity, even
beyond that of its CG counterpart. This dy-
namic SFed mosaics–induced strain hardening
mechanism at cryogenic temperature echoes
our earlier results of SF-induced plasticity as
well as the exceptional strength and ductility
in the GDS alloy at room temperature (33, 58).

Evidently, the underlying dominant atomic-
scale planar deformation faulting activities in
crystalline lattice not only play an alternative,
elementary carrier of crystal plasticity but also
induce robust strain hardening compared with
the linear dislocations. The feature of gradient
dislocation architectures and nanosized SFs
mosaics is of great importance for understand-
ing the fundamental strain hardening mecha-
nism from physical metallurgy and provides a
different paradigm for developing strong and
ductile materials, especially for a wide spec-
trum of cryogenic applications, such as deep
space and ocean exploration, liquefied natural
gas storage, cryogenic physics, and so on.
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Editor’s summary
Metal alloys often get harder as you strain them because of the creation and entanglement of line defects. Pan et al.
found a different mechanism for this strain hardening in a multi–principal element alloy at liquid nitrogen temperature.
The alloy forms a mosaic of small stacking faults oriented in different directions instead of linear defects. These
faults generate exceptional strain hardening in an alloy type where this behavior is not generally expected. —Brent
Grocholski
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